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Name of Activity

MULTISENSORY WORKSHOPS

Language(s)

Spanish - Here resume in English.

Level

From B1

Objectives

Procedure

-

Increase our knowledge about the city in which we live or welcomes us.
Facilitate the integration of people who arrive in the city.
Value and respect different ways of thinking.
Know other people and therefore enrich ourselves.
Improve communication skills.
Increase self-confidence and solidarity.
Promote work team and cooperative learning sharing ideas and opinions.
Develop creativity.
Enjoy learning.
Learn to learn.
Become aware that we are citizens of the world.

These workshops are part of the didactic unit «Valladolid Welcoming City».
We carried out the methodology of "Learning with all the senses“, developing
resources and activities to be used in different disciplines and multicultural
classes. We increased knowledge about the city in an entertaining, practical
and collaborative way, enhancing interculturality and the values that it implies
and the integration of migrants. Team work is important to know each other and
to share knowledge and experiences, and of course, to achieve integration.

1- Daily Valladolid Workshop
Activity 1
- Brainstorm on urban transport in Valladolid.
- Map of the different bus lines.
Activity 2
- Learners in small groups search for information about the social
services. Finally, all groups together comment and talk about what they
knew and know.
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Activity 3
- Learners in small groups investigate about the Municipal Resources.
They write a summary on a big poster to be put on the wall.

2- Cooking Workshop
Activity 1
Learners study:
- The mathematical language in the kitchen and they do practical
exercises about equivalences of liquids, volumes and solids.
- The measure of ingredients
- Traditional instruments for measuring.
- The energy value of food: calories.
Activity 2
- Food: Prices, budgets ...
- Elaboration of a healthy diet and a menu for a trip picnic lunch.
Activity 3
- Learners read, write, compare… concerning traditional food recipes.
They can cook some of them, take to the classroom and share them.
Activity 4
- An omelettes and French toasts contest is organized by teachers and
learners in a countryside party.

3- Artistic Creation Workshop
Activity 1
Learners, through different activities, study and work on the world of
advertising:
-

Concept, history and advertising terms.
Graphic advertising.
Basic elements: image, language, slogan, music, colour, light ...
Advertising media
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Activity 2
- Analysis of advertising posters on Valladolid (festivals, fairs, museums ...)

Activity 3
- In small groups learners create an advertising poster to promote the
city. They keep in mind:





The product they want to advertise
The idea they want to convey
The slogan and the text.
The image or drawing

Activity 4
- Exhibition of the advertising posters organized by teachers and
learners.

4- Jota (Spanish dance) workshop
Activity 1
- Learners study the history of the Castilian jota (origin, instruments,
songs, regional costumes) and they become aware that the ‘jota’ is part
of our culture.
Activity 2
- Jota dancing workshop is carried out to develop communication and
promote socialization.

5- 'Know Your City' workshop
Activity 1
Collaborative work
- Learners in small groups look into the most emblematic buildings and
places of the city: history, characteristics of the architectural style…
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Activity 2
- They collect all the information and prepare a tourist tour around the
city.
Activity 3
- A video of the walking tour with the students as guides is produced.
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